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Abstract. Open information extraction (OpenIE) is a task of
extracting structured information from unstructured texts indepen-
dently of the domain. Recent advances have applied Deep Learn-
ing for Natural Language tasks improving the state-of-the-art, even
though those methods usually require a large and high-quality cor-
pus. The construction of an OpenIE dataset is a tedious and error-
prone task, and one technique employed concerns the extractions
from rule-based techniques and manual validation of those extraction
triples. As low-resource languages usually lack available datasets
for the application of high-performance Deep Learning techniques,
our intuition is that a low-resource model based-on multilingual in-
formation can learn generalizations across languages and benefits
from cross-lingual data. Moreover, we would like to interpret the
set of generalized information gathered from multilingual learning
to increase the Open IE classification task. In this paper, we intro-
duce TabOIEC, a multilingual classifier based on generic morpho-
syntactic features. Our classifier carries a glass-box method which
can provide interpretation about some of the classifier decisions. We
evaluate our approach through a small corpus of Open IE extractions
for the English, Spanish, and Portuguese languages. Our results con-
sider that for all languages our approach improves F1 measures, par-
ticularly for monolinguality. Experiments on Zero-shot learning pro-
vide evidence that our TabOIEC generalizes the classifier on other
languages than that trained, although there is a shy transfer learning
among them. Experiments on multilinguality do reduce the cost of
training, however, in our experiments were difficult to provide ap-
propriate generalizations.

1 Introduction

Every day we have a greater volume of data, and we need tools that
help us to extract relevant information from this growing set. Much
of this information is composed of texts created in an unstructured
way, such as books, news and conversations. Open Information Ex-
traction (OpenIE), as introduced by Banko et al. [2], is a useful tool
in this context, because it is capable of extracting knowledge from
large collections of textual documents independently of the domain
[5]. By extracting information, we mean that these systems generate
structured representation of information in the original documents,
usually in the form of relational tuples, such as (arg1, rel, arg2),
where arg1 and arg2 are the arguments of the relation, usually de-
scribed by noun phrases, and rel a relation descriptor that describes
the semantic relation between arg1 and arg2 [24]. For example, con-
sider the sentence:
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“I could only see the ball came in the goal, because it fell next to
where I was.”

An Open IE system can generate valid extractions, such as:

(the ball, came in, the goal).

Or the following invalid tuple:

(the ball, came in, it)

Since 2007, with the TEXTRUNNER [2], multiple OpenIE sys-
tems have been designed and proposed for the many different lan-
guages. These systems have had different types of approaches, from
rule-based systems to deep neural networks. A continued number of
innovations in Deep Learning have been pushing multiple Natural
Language Processing (NLP) tasks to achieve a better performance,
thanks in part to large-scale annotated datasets. Recently, OpenIE
neural networks have been used for supervised learning in Open IE
[57, 16, 58, 61], achieving state-of-the-art results for English.

As noted by Glauber and Claro [28], major advances in Open IE,
have mainly focused on the English language. Although the focus on
the English language may be due its origin and the usage language
over the world, it has been recognized by the scientific community
that the focus on the English language with its particular characteris-
tics may introduce some bias to the area [7, 6].

While a constant number of innovations in Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) research enable models to achieve impressive perfor-
mance, such developments are not available to all languages since
only a handful of them have the labelled data necessary for train-
ing deep neural nets [12]. In fact, for Open IE, the availability
of such datasets [56, 37] has led to the development of methods
[57, 16, 58, 61] achieving the Open IE state-of-the-art results.

We believe one reason for this focus on the English language is
the lack of available resources for the area in other languages. Un-
fortunately, manual creation of annotated corpora for Open IE is a
difficult task, as noted by [30, 37], due to vague notion of semantic
relation advocated in the area [60, 37] and the multiplicity of possible
interpretations for the same sentence.

As Brants and Plaehn [8] observe, the use of automatic tools for as-
sisting annotation of a corpus facilitates rapid semi-automatic corpus
annotation in an interactive process. As noisy candidate extractions
can be easily generated from a corpus based on simple morphosyn-
tactic patterns [3, 21, 59] and parsing technology [26, 19, 29], an
important bottleneck in an Open IE annotation process is deciding
whether a given candidate extraction corresponds to a valid relation
on the corpus. Hence, in this work we aim to construct a tool for
assessing the quality/correctness of Open IE extractions, aiming to
assist on semi-automatic construction of corpora for the area for dif-
ferent languages.
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While similar classifiers have been proposed before as post-
processing tools in Second generation Open IE systems, e.g [21,
48, 18, 22], these classifiers are usually constructed in language-
dependent manner, for which the generalization to other languages
has not been investigated, and/or generate models which are not eas-
ily interpretable [4, 10].

An important characteristic of our method relies on the fact that
we explore the use of machine learning methods which generate in-
terpretable models. Since in Open IE manual annotation, as observed
by [30], agreement among annotators can be very low and anno-
tations have to be discussed. Our focus on interpretable models al-
low for the generation of explanations for the predictions, which can
be exploited in this process, as well as to generate underlying non-
documented rules/hypothesis in the annotation process - as explored
by [8].

Interpretable or explainable models are decision models for which
predictions can be traced back to explicit relationships in the data.
Recently, the application of neural methods in natural language pro-
cessing has led to a profound advances in the area. These advances,
however, are hard to understand and evaluate, due to opaqueness
of the new models developed in the area. Indeed, several recent re-
searches [33, 40, 42] show that the predictions made by the systems
in the area may be based on spurious or unclear reasons, thus subject
to adversarial attacks, and that their reported performance may be
explained by unrelated artifacts and regularities on the used datasets,
not on the inherent quality of the model. In fact, adversarial examples
seem to be an unavoidable characteristic of such methods, a rising
from their foundation geometric principles [32].

In this work, we propose a classification method to asses the qual-
ity of Open IE system extractions aiming to assist on the semi-
automatic annotation of data. This method is based on the use of
tabular learning methods, i.e. methods specific to deal with tabular
data and which generate interpretable models. By the use of generic
features and multilingual pre-processing tools, our method can be
directly trained on data from different languages without the need of
engineering any pre-processing tools. To conduct our experiments,
we investigate the application of several different explainable learn-
ing architectures on data from three different languages. This tool
enables the classification of generated extractions of any previously
developed OpenIE tool, independently of the language or type of im-
plementation. In Portuguese, this model can trade recall performance
for up to 65% improvement in F1 score.

This article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some re-
lated work. Section 3 describes our approach and our methodology.
Section 4 shows our experiments, results and discussions. Finally,
Section 5 concludes our paper.

2 Related Work

Recently, new machine learning-based approaches for Open IE
[57, 16, 58, 61] have been proposed, leading to a new generation of
Open IE systems. While these systems represent the state-of-the-art
in the area, their focus on the English language and need of annotated
data make it hard to generalize their results to other languages. For
the Portuguese language, new data-based methods have been pro-
posed as a cross-lingual approach due to the lack of resources for
this task [10]. Early methods use linguistically-inspired patterns for
extraction, such as ArgOE [25], or adaptation of methods for the En-
glish language, such as SGS[18], SGC 2017 [55] and RePort [48].
Recently, new pattern-based methods have risen as the new state-of-
the-art for the language [14] such as InferPORToie [54], Pragmati-

cOIE [53] and DptOIE [29].
Classification-based tools to asses quality of extractions has been

employed by different systems [48, 22], mainly following the success
of the ReVerb [21]. These works are based on the manual construc-
tion of language-specific features to assess the quality of extractions,
based on morphosyntactic patterns and grammatical rules for each
language, which seldom generalize to other non-typologically related
languages.

Language-independent classification methods have been proposed
before [4, 10, 13]. The work of Barbosa and Claro [4] is the clos-
est to ours, proposing a set of feature which the authors claim to
be language-independent for the task of open IE extraction quality
assessment. The authors’ empirical evaluation of their proposed fea-
ture set on multilingual data and their proposed method is based on
Support Vector Machine classifiers which are not easily interpreted.
The work of Cabral et al. [11], on the other hand, proposes the use
of multilingual language models, as M-BERT [20] and XLM [36]
to perform quality assessment and classification of Open IE extrac-
tions. The authors evaluate their method on multilingual data, but due
to the use of opaque language models and classification techniques,
their predictions are not explainable and, thus, cannot be easily inte-
grated within a semi-automatic annotation process.

3 TabOIEC
In this work, our goal is to have an explainable OpenIE triple classi-
fier capable of supporting multiple languages, by changing the train-
ing dataset. In this Section, we briefly revisit the formulation of Ope-
nIE, and the components used in our model.

3.1 Problem Definition
Let X = 〈x1, x2, · · · , xn〉 be a sentence composed of to-
kens xi, an Open IE extractor is a function that maps X
into a set Y = 〈y1, y2, · · · , yj〉 as a set of tuples y i =
〈reli, arg1i, arg2i, · · · , argni〉, which describe the information ex-
pressed in sentence X. In this work, we consider that the tuples are
always in the format of y = (arg1, rel, arg2), where arg1 and arg2
are noun phrases, not necessarily formed from tokens present in X,
and rel is a descriptor of a relation holding between arg1 and arg2.
We do not consider extractions formed by n-nary extractions.

Given a sentence X as above, we are interested in determining for
every extraction yi ∈ Y whether yi is a valid extraction from X , the
factors that the classifier made their decision well as the confidence
score for such classification . An OpenIE extraction classifier can be
expressed as a decision function that for every single sentence X and
extractions Y , returns a pair (Z,P ) ∈ {0, 1}|Y | × [0, 1]|Y |, where
Z = 〈z1, z2, · · · , zn〉 is a binary vector s.t. zi = 1 denotes that yi is
a valid extraction, and P = 〈p1, p2, · · · , pn〉 is a probability vector,
s.t. pi denotes that extraction yi has an associated probability pi of
being classified as zi, given the input sentence X .

3.2 Fine-tuned Multilingual Contextual
Embedding

In this work, our plan is to create an explainable language-agnostic
classifier, and for that, we use a Multilingual Contextual Embed-
dings. Multilingual means that those models represent words of mul-
tiples languages into a shared semantic representation space. As
such, these models are able to represent semantic similarities be-
tween words in different languages. Contextual Embeddings means
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that the meaning of the word is represented taking its context into
consideration.

One such Multilingual Contextual Embedding is M-BERT [20], a
12-layer transformer trained on 104 languages from a Wikipedia with
a shared word piece vocabulary. According to tests conducted by
Pires et al. [49], M-BERT is able to transfer knowledge between lan-
guages with no lexical overlap, an indication that it captures multilin-
gual representations. It is capable of generating across languages be-
cause common word pieces such as numbers are mapped to a shared
space, spreading the effect to other word pieces, until similar words
in different languages are close in the vector space [49].

The problem with using M-BERT directly is that it does not ful-
fill our requirement of an explainable classifier, due to its ability to
represent tokens in a multidimensional vector of values. One alterna-
tive is the use of UDify model, a multilingual multi-task model ca-
pable of predicting universal part-of-speech, morphological features,
lemmas, and dependency trees across 75 languages [34]. This model
uses M-BERT and fine-tunes it on the Universal Dependencies (UD)
dataset, as it provides syntactic annotations consistent across a large
collection of languages [43]. UDify is able to represent of syntac-
tic knowledge transfer across multiple languages including lemmas
(LEMMAS), treebank-specific part-of-speech tags (XPOS), univer-
sal part-of-speech tags (UPOS), morphological features (UFEATS),
and dependency edges and labels (DEPS) for each sentence [34].

Finally, for training our classifier, we use the final output of UDify
to extract features of sentences’ inputs and extractions. Those fea-
tures are than tabulated in a specific format so that they can be used
in classification algorithms that create rules on a set of predefined at-
tributes. One example of such algorithm is a Decision Tree [9]. This
type of classifier has the characteristic of creating high-interpretable
models.

3.3 Architecture
Our general architecture and classifier are illustrated in Figure 1. It
consists of three main steps. Firstly, we pre-process the input, then we
generate the feature set, and finally we feed the computed features to
a Classifier. Each step is detailed in the subsections below.

3.3.1 Pre-processing

In the pre-processing step our objective is to convert the textual out-
put of the OpenIE Extractors to a structured format to be processed
in the later steps. Relational triple data is textual and its contents can-
not be used directly in the classification algorithms implemented in
TabOIEC. This step is illustrated on Figure 2.

It first receives a sentence X and a list of extractions Y , each in
the form yi = 〈arg1, rel, arg2〉. The first step is to split the sen-
tence into tokens. For the tokenization step we utilize the Spacy [31]
xx ent wiki sm tokenizer, a Multi-lingual CNN trained on Nothman
et al.[51] Wikipedia corpus. Afterwards we perform the contraction
expansion. For example, the English contraction I’m could be tok-
enized as the two words I am, and we’ve could become we have.
This is needed because in an extraction, different parts of a token
could appear on different parts of an extraction.

3.3.2 Feature Extraction

As explainability is a requirement in our classifier, we chose to use
classifiers that work on a fixed set of features. For that, we need to
convert the Sentence and the extractions to a set of features. This

process consists of running the feature function and saving the value
obtained to a tabular structure. The process is depicted on Figure 1.

The process is the following: feed the sentence X and the list of
extractions Y to the multilingual words embedding model (in our
case, the UDify model) to compute the set of features of each token
in the sentence. Afterwards, the indexing step goal is performed to
identify the start and end positions of each relation inside the triple
arguments through the rest of the sentence. The sentence X and the
list of extractions Y are inputted to the Algorithm 1.

Input: Original sentence S , arg1, rel, arg2
Output: Feat arg1, Featrel, Feat/arg2
Feat sen← GenerateUdifyFeatures(S)
for part in [ arg1, rel, arg2] do

// Check if the string is a substring
of the original sentence

if substring(part, S) then
Feat part←
GetSubsetFeatures(part, Feat sen);
// Extract the features of this part

from the already generated
features from the whole sentence

else
// The relation is not a substring

of the original sentence, thus
generate new features isolated

Feat part← GenerateUdifyFeatures(part)
end

end
Algorithm 1: Finding Features from a sentence

This algorithm first generates the features using the original sen-
tence and then tries to match the constituent parts of each extracted
triple to the original sentence, as shown visually in Figure 1. This is
necessary due to the way that contextual embeddings work: a word
will have a different set of features, depending on the full sentence,
and we want the representation to be the same as the original sen-
tence.

In some cases, the constituents are not a sub sequence of the origi-
nal sentence, such as in implicit extractions. For example, in the sen-
tence “The covid-19 virus is very dangerous”, the triple (Covid-19, is
a, virus) is valid, however the tokens “is a” are not present directly
in the original sentence. This makes it impossible to determine the
start and end of the relation extraction in the original sentence.

In this case, we generate a new embedding as if the individual part
is a sentence. The output of the algorithm is Feat arg1, Feat rel,
Feat arg2, each is an array of features for each constituent of an ex-
tracted triple. Each array of features is then transformed into a fixed-
length vector of a manually defined feature as can be seen in Table 1.
All features are based on the Universal Dependencies (UD) version
2.3 tagset and each one is described below:

• 1-3 – Relative distance between parts
Those features represent the relative distance between each con-
stituent part of the relation. The objective of this feature is to cap-
ture improbable distances. Analyzing the rules learned by the clas-
sifiers, we identified that this feature represents the location of the
constituents, which together with the features below is a good in-
dicator if those relationships happen in the correct order.

• 4-6 – UPOS features These tags mark the core part-of-speech
(POS) categories. There are in this version of UD, 17 Universal
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Table 1. Multilingual feature set.

N Feature
1 Relative distance between arg1 and rel
2 Relative distance between rel and arg2
3 Relative distance between arg1 and arg2
4 arg1 count of each UPOS feature
5 rel count of each UPOS feature
6 arg2 count of each UPOS feature
7 arg1 count of each UFeat feature
8 rel count of each UFeat feature
9 arg2 count of each UFeat feature

10 arg1 count of each Dependency Tag with Head pointing to arg1
11 arg1 count of each Dependency Tag with Head pointing to rel
12 arg1 count of each Dependency Tag with Head pointing to arg2
13 arg1 count of each Dependency Tag with Head pointing to OUT
14 rel count of each Dependency Tag with Head pointing to arg1
15 rel count of each Dependency Tag with Head pointing to rel
16 rel count of each Dependency Tag with Head pointing to arg2
17 rel count of each Dependency Tag with Head pointing to OUT
18 arg2 count of each Dependency Tag with Head pointing to arg1
19 arg2 count of each Dependency Tag with Head pointing to rel
20 arg2 count of each Dependency Tag with Head pointing to arg2
21 arg2 count of each Dependency Tag with Head pointing to OUT

categories that generalize well across language boundaries. The
objective of this feature is to identify valid or invalid relationships
between different POS in a sentence. For example, the presence of
many verbs in the relation increases the probability that the triple
is invalid. Because our classifier algorithm requires a fixed set of
features, we create a total of 51 features based on those rules. For
each relation we have 17 possible features, one for every single
UPOS category.

• 7-9 – UFeat features
In the Universal Dependencies (UD), those features distinguish
additional lexical and grammatical properties of words, not cov-
ered by the POS tags. In UD version 2.3, 50 different features are
available, such as animacy, noun type, evidentiality and type of
named entity. This feature could help to identify for example that
a part of a relation has a Named Entity, and this could be an indi-
cator of a valid extraction. A list of features is created composed
of all combinations between the existing Ufeat and each relation
totaling 150 (50*3) possible features;

• 10-21 – Dependency tree - Tags and Head location
This set of features is the count of each 37 universal syntactic rela-
tions for each relation and where the head of the relation is located
(inside one relation, or OUT if the head is located in a token not
located in any relation). For example, the possible categories are
nsubj (nominal subject) and advmod (adverbial modifier). It is cre-
ated 444 possible features (37 * 12 combinations). This rule is in-
spired by the work of Oliveira et al [29]. Where they identify a set
of hand-crafted rules for Portuguese to identify valid extractions
based on the Dependency Tree. For example, they identify a rule
that a valid extraction might be composed of a subject (arg1), a
verbal phrase (rel) (SV) and one or more arguments (arg2). Where
the arg1 have in the dependency tree a nsubj.

3.3.3 Classification

In this work, we compared the performance of different inter-
pretable models in the classification task for predicting the quality
of Open IE extractions. We compare the performances of the fol-
lowing methods: CatBoost [50], a gradient boosting method for de-
cision trees; SKLearn, the SciKit Learn Learn [47] implementation
of Histogram-based Gradient Boosting Classification Tree [41]; Ex-
plainable Boosting Machine[44], an Interpretable Gradient Boosting
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Classifier; SKOPE-Rules, which uses predictive rule generation over
an ensemble of decision trees [23]; and TabNet [1], a tabular-data
based explainable Neural Network.

4 Experiments
In this section, we describe the empirical validation of our pro-
posed method to classify Open IE extractions based on language-
independent features and interpretable models.

4.1 Dataset
For comparability, in our experiments we employ the same data used
by Cabral et al. [11] for their multilingual Open IE classifier. This
dataset is composed of relations extracted by five different Open IE
systems, namely ClausIE, OLLIE, ReVerb, WOE, and TextRunner,
from texts in Portuguese, English, and Spanish languages, and la-
beled as valid or invalid (zi) by human judges. A valid extraction
(zi = 1) corresponds to a coherent triple with the sentence. These
linguistic resources were obtained through the studies of [19] and
[25]. The statistics of the dataset are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Dataset statistics

# Sentences # Extractions
Portuguese 200 1856
English 500 7093
Spanish 159 375

4.2 Experimental Setup
Our work uses the AllenNLP [27] library built with the PyTorch [45]
framework. The fine-tuned model that extract the UD features is the
UDify [35] with the fine-tuned BERT weights available2.

We implemented our Open IE classifier architecture directly on
top of the AllenNLP. We also test with the following classifiers:

• Scikit-learn (Sklearn)[46] version 0.23 - A Gradient Boosting
Classifier

• Catboost[50] version 0.22 - A Gradient Boosting Classifier
• Skope 3 - A decision rule Classifier
• Explainable Boosting Machine (EBM) - implementation in

Interpret[44] version 0.1.22 - A Interpretable Gradient Boosting
Classifier

• TabNet - Attentive Interpretable Tabular Learning[1] Classifier,
version 1.0.64

Among these classifiers, the Skope and Explainable Boosting Ma-
chine are considered glass-box classifiers, where they output high
interpretable rules. In addition, with the other classifiers, there are
blackbox explainers such as SHAP Tree Explainer [38] that are able
to explain their outputs.

For all classifiers we utilize the default hyper-parameters, with
no additional tuning, only the number of epochs was changed to
300. For each single-language test, we split our corpus into training
and testing using a 5-fold cross-validation strategy. However, for the

2 https://github.com/hyperparticle/udify
3 https://github.com/scikit-learn-contrib/skope-rules
4 https://github.com/dreamquark-ai/tabnet

zero-shot test, we train the classifier with the whole corpus, exclud-
ing the language to be tested (e.g., the zero-shot test for Portuguese
is trained using the whole English and Spanish corpus and evaluated
on the whole Portuguese corpus).

Each split on our k-fold strategy is carried on a sentence level. As
a consequence, each split has the same number of sentences, but it
may differ on the number of extractions. Our results are a weighted
average on the number of extracted facts for each test folds using
the Precision (P), Recall (R), F1-measure and the Matthews correla-
tion coefficient (MCC) [39]. MCC is employed in machine learning
as a quality measure of the classifier. To compute Precision-Recall
curves, we select the n extractions with the highest confidence score
and compute the classifier’s precision. The possible values of con-
fidence considered were: [0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.93, 0.95, 0.98,
0.99, 0.995, 0.999]. The code of our experiments is available at
https://github.com/FORMAS/HybridOIEClassifier

4.3 Results

We consider three evaluation performances. For monolingual learn-
ing, we provide on Table 3 the precision (Prec.), recall (Recall), F1-
measure (F1), Accuracy (Acc) and the Matthews metrics [39] (con-
fidence coefficient among the extractions) for each language: Por-
tuguese, Spanish and English. It is important to observe that the
Recall measure for an OpenIE task corresponds to the total num-
ber of triple extraction performed by all systems. We consider this
as a 100% recall. In the scientific community, some researchers are
denominating this restriction as a yield measure [17].

For the Portuguese language, the EBM model achieves a recall of
80.8% in comparison with the 100% from the Original model. How-
ever, the best precision performance was achieved by the Sklearn
model with over 58%. Taking the Spanish language, we observe that
the best results were obtained from Sklearn and no impressive re-
sult gathered from EBM model. The F1 measure surpassed all the
Portuguese models. For English models, the best F1 results were ob-
tained by Catboost model. All confidence coeficients were over 87%
of agreement.

Table 3. Metrics scores for languages classifiers

Prec. Recall F1 Acc. MCC
Portuguese
Original 0.181 1.000 0.307 0.181 0.000
Best Precision
(C:0.6 - Sklearn)

0.580 0.383 0.459 0.836 0.976

Best F1
(C:0.8 - Catboost)

0.452 0.581 0.508 0.796 0.986

Best Acc. / Recall > 0.8
(C:0.9 - EBM)

0.290 0.808 0.427 0.605 0.990

Spanish
Original 0.730 1.000 0.844 0.730 0.000
Best Precision, F1
and Accuracy(C:0.6-Sklearn)

0.833 0.948 0.886 0.824 0.966

English
Original 0.454 1.000 0.624 0.454 0.000
Best Precision
(C:0.6 - Sklearn)

0.624 0.643 0.633 0.661 0.897

Best F1
(C:0.7 - Catboost)

0.567 0.773 0.654 0.628 0.888

Best Acc. / Recall > 0.8
(C:0.9 - Sklearn)

0.536 0.811 0.645 0.594 0.875

To evaluate whether our models were able to explore cross-lingual
information, i.e. to apply information learned from a set of different
languages to a new language, we also performed zero-shot and one-
shot classification.
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(a) English (b) Portuguese

(c) Spanish

Figure 3. Language-specific performance

Figure 4. Comparison of the performances for Monolingual, Zero-shot
and One-shot

The zero-shot classification is a task where the classifier is eval-
uated on a language not seen during the training. For Portuguese,
we observe an average decrease in F1 performance between 3% (for
SKOPE) and 16% (Sklearn and TabNet) on all models, with max-
imum decrease of 19% on CatBoost at confidence 0.8. Similar be-
haviour has been observed for zero-shot classification for Spanish -
between 2% SKOPE and 20% Sklearn, maximun decrease of 52%
with Catboost at 0.6 - and English - betwenn 1% for SKOPE and
15% for SkLearn, with maximum decrease of 24% for SkLearn ate
0.7.

The one-shot classification is a task where the classifier is trained
with the data from other languages and part of data on the target
language, and tested on the remaining (unseen) data for the target
language. For Portuguese, we observe an average decrease in F1 per-
formance between 3% (for SKOPE) and 10% (Sklearn) on all mod-
els, with maximum decrease of 15% on SKLearn at confidence 0.99.
Similar behaviour has been observed for one-shot classification for
Spanish - between 0% SKOPE and 10% TabNet, maximun decrease
of 13% with TabNet at 0.7 - and English - betwenn 0% for SKOPE
and 1% for EMB, with maximum decrease of 1% for EMB 0.8.

4.4 Discussion

While in the single language experiments, results of the classifier
are more robust, in the sense that the decline in Precision is much
more nuanced for almost all representations in the three languages,
in the zero-shot experiments, however, this decline is much more
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pronounced. These results indicate that there may be a discrepancy
between the datasets for each language regarding the relations ex-
tracted. This discrepancy may arise from the fact that the datasets
were created using (i) different Open IE systems for each language
(ii) annotated by different teams at different times, and (iii) using
texts of different linguistic styles - for English, encyclopedic, jour-
nalistic and user-generated (Web pages), for Spanish and Portuguese,
encyclopedic texts- and domains - multiple domains for English and
Spanish and domain-specific for Portuguese. It may also be the case
that linguistic parameters of each language, such syntactic struc-
ture and stylistic choices of each language community, may play an
important role on structuring information through language and, as
such, on how this information is extracted.

It is also worth noticing that the English dataset is considerably
larger than both datasets for Spanish and Portuguese, thus in the zero-
shot learning, it may dominate the training process and can overfit the
classifier to the English dataset-specific characteristics. As such, ex-
periments with a higher number of languages to provide the classifier
with a more diverse set of examples is recommended.

Considering the multilinguality, we observe that our monolingual
model is slightly better than the model trained for three languages,
except for the English one. Our results corroborate with the findings
of [52] which mention the curse of multilinguality from [15] which
states that adding mode languages to a model can degrade the perfor-
mance as the capacity of the model remain the same. For the English
language, there is no significant difference from training with mono-
lingual nor multilingual (i.e. three languages) approach.

Observing our results on zero-shot learning, it is important to no-
tice that all three languages achieve a slight learning rate, increasing
the original performance indicating a limited but possible exploration
of cross-language information. For dissimilar languages such as in
the case of training in the extraction from Spanish and Portuguese
sentences and testing on extractions from English sentences, the re-
sults are less conclusive due probable to their dissimilar linguistic
characteristics. Our intuition is that if the models are presented with
examples of varied linguistic characteristics, the classifier can be ap-
plied to a wide range of low-resource languages - facilitating the de-
velopment of computational linguistic resources in these languages.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we presented the TabOIEC, a language-independent ex-
plainable relation extraction binary classifier. The evaluation results
demonstrated that a single model could improve the output of multi-
ple state-of-art systems across three languages: Portuguese, English,
and Spanish. Our results give evidence that simple and explainable
models for extraction quality assessment could be a useful resource
for the construction of Open IE datasets systems for different lan-
guages.

In the future, we plan to evaluate the use of hand-crafted features
by linguist experts. Another point of improvement would test the so-
lution in larger datasets, and utilize some techniques to improve the
classifier such as Fine-tuning the classifier on the Open IE tuples.

Once mature, we intend to employ the trained models in an an-
notation tool, allowing the creation of Open IE and Relation Extrac-
tion datasets for different languages. With such a tool, we aim to en-
courage the development of Relation Extraction techniques and tech-
nology for different languages, given the importance of Information
Extraction technology for the development of advanced intelligent
systems and interfaces.
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